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This  October  in  Chicago,  the  annual  con-
ference Of the Alliance for Cultural Democ-
racy will bring together once again a motley
crew Of artists, organizers, teachers and other
cultural  workers  who,  fc.r  all  their  dif-
ferences, share a vision that some day all the
democracies-cultural,  political,  eco-
nomic-wilt  become  a  daily  habit  in  this
country. The theme Of the conference is self-
determination,  democracy  as  participation,
not (mis)representation, and how this propels
our imagination.

Here, fiive cultural workers describe how
what  they  do  creates/finds/gives/redistri-
butes/shares/  (em)power(s)  themseives and
the people where, for,  and with whom they
work. These five are not comprehensive Of all
the communities or types Of work in ACD,
but they are representative.
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Until Democracy Becomes a Daily Habit:
Five Cultural Workers Talk About What They Do
Gudepounds:
No one can say a true word alone

Human existence cannot be silent, nor can it
be nourished by false words, but only by
true words, with which people transform
the world. To exist, humanly, is to nq[me the
world, to change it. Once named, the world
in its turn appears to the namers as a now
problem and requires Of them a new nam-
ing. People are not built in silence, but in
word, in work, in action-reflection.

But while to say the true word-which is
work, which is praxis-is to transiforrn the
world, saying that word is not the privilege
Of some few people, but the right of every
person. Consequently, no one can say a true
word alone ....
-Palulo Frdre, Pedagogy Of the Oppressed

Wexist as artists in a society in which
i is not generally considered to be
nportant  or  central  to  people's

lives.  Because we exist in a world of hunger,
rampant militarism, racism and hosts of other

continued on page 8
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In the editondt slot for this issue Of CD, we
have chosen to amplifty the issues Of cultural
policy with three short examptesfrom our ex-
perienceswiththeexistinganddestructivebut
unnamed cultural policy in this country.  "e
are not only talking about the policies and hy-

pocristes Of the NEA.  We are talking about
policies Of government which affect people
and their communities, their homes, land and
livdihoods, their right and access to effective
means Of expression. and, as Luay reminds us
with her questions, their very survival.

EDITING THE PERSONAL
AND THE POLITICAL
(in Cultural Policy)
Chades Frederick

E VEN while it was happening, this story
was told by people as though it were a
myth.

I grew up in the Hudson Vaney,  a valley
carved  out of New  York  State by what .re-
mains for me a godlike river. The cliffs seem
old stories of cataclysm, the verdancy of the
valley seems like what wealth should mean.
Near the south end of Rockland County-
our part of the Valley-there were a set of
hills,  that  you  passed  on  the  highway,  a
mound of wet, colored clay that seemed to be
carefully  remoulded  with  fecund  detail  by
many hands each year. We took the hills for
granted. People were said to live there from
when people had first arrived from Europe.

There was a large lake-Rockland Lake-
that spread out at the foot of the hills like the
gathered train of a wedding dress. The town
hung on to the hills.  In  my parents'  child-
hood,  men cut huge blocks of ice from the
lake to sell. This, with the farms, some old
stone factories, and brickmaking created the
small wealth of the County.

Then,  like  pallid  hands  with  gaudy  and
cheapjewelry,thesuburbsbegantoclawtheir
way up the Hudson Valley, knifing the land
with cement thruways (the old highway had
followed the shape of the faces of the river's
cliffs; the new roads broke through the hearts
of the hills). Houses were thrown over fields
nke Monopoly pieces. We became a bedroom
for somebody else's community.

And  then  one  day,  the  huge  powers  in
Albany and New York decided that the land
was beautiful, and that the People in the City
needed a Park. From an aerial photo, it could
easily be seen that the least developed spur of
land in the valley was Rockland Lake. So they
seized it ®y Law) and called it a Park.

When I was a kid they told me that the land
had been  "condemned"  so  the State could
take  it.  I  had  no  other  reference  but  my
Catholicism.  If  the  land  was  condemned,
then it was Hell, no? What about the people
who  lived  there?  Well,  the  people  had  to
leave.

My mother grew up in the marshes of the
Hudson River (where the catydids gather and
quarrel with each other in the willows). In the
summers,  since  Rockland  Lake  became  a
Park,  she  sometimes  has  worked  taking
tickets as the buses enter the lot.

Abigul Norman

MARyo EWELL asks on page 3 whether
our  country  has  a  cultural  policy.
I'd argue that we do; that our task is

to understand it and decribe it as we figure out
what we want instead.

This year I have been working on a state-
wide study of public access television-chan-
nel time on Cable TV set aside for public use.
This ill-publicized niche is virtually the only
place on TV where anyone-children, com-
munity groups, artists, neighbors and show-
offs-can say what they want to say. The ex-
istenceofpublicaccessandthethreattoendit
define, together,  a moment in U.S. cultural
policy-not labeled as such, yet as good an
example as any.

Ourstudyfindsthatthepublicnowputsac-
cess shows on over 50 of the 170 cable systems
in New York State. In over a dozen places, ac-
cess has built a noticeable, substantial com-
munity  presence,   bringing  people  live
coverage of town meetings, exposes on public
affairs,  local talent and avant-garde art rare-
ly seen elsewhere.

In the 1970s. cable had grown enough to ir-
ritate the networks. The Federal Communica-
tionsCommissionrespondedwithregulations
to rein in its competitive potential. All but the
smallest  cable  systems  "must  carry"  all
broadcastswithinacertainrangeandsetaside
channel time for access. Since then, cable has
grown; so has corporate cross-ownership be-
tween  cable  and  other  communications  in-
terests; and so, therefore, has the power of the
cable  industry.  Last  year,  when  Congress
passed  its  first  lerislation  over television  in
half a century, it allowed cable companies to
revoke access channel tine if the public does
not use it. And now, cable companies have

CULTURAL   DEMOCRACY   means
that culture is an ®ss®ntial human n®od
and that each person  and community
has lh® right to a culture or cultures ol
their  cholco;  that  all  communitl®s
should  have  equitable  access  to  the
material   resources   of   the   coml
monwealth   for  their  cultural   ex.
pression; that cultural values and polio.
ies should be decided in public debate
with the guaranteed participation of all
communities;  that  the  government
does not have the right to favor one cul.
lure over another.

THE ALLIANCE FOR CULTURAL DE-
MOCRACY  supports  community  cul-
tural  participation.  We  believe  in  cul.
tural pluralism, and understand the ne-
c®ssity  to  integrate  the  struggles  for
cultural,  political,  and  economic  de.
mocracy jn the United States. The most
important   lnitiatives   lor  cultural
democracy take place on a grassroots
level  in  communities,  neighborhoods,
and  among  activist  artists  and  other
progressive cultural workers.
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opened a series of court cases, arguing that all
``must carry" rules abridge their freedom of
speech. This year or next, the Supreme Court
will address itself to these cases and decide
whether to accept without irony A.J.  Liebl-
ing's observation that freedom of the press
belongs to those who own presses.

Public access is vulnerable by its very def-
inition, as a channel owned by a corporation
yet forced by government to remain open for
public use. The cables for cable transmission
are  company  owned,  although  they  run
through public spaces.  When the means of
telecommunications are privately controlled ,

continued on page I I
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\"i"i..THE POLITICS OF POLICY

This is the first Of what will be a regular column on cultural policy, At
ACD's conference this October, participants will start on a year~long
project:tocreateaculturalBillofRightsforthiscountry-toervision
the cultural policy-or policies-that would move us toward cultural
democracy. There, we will forinulate propositions and questions to
take back to our communities, our colleagues and constituencies. At
the 1986 conference, cultural workers will meet to draft the document
which will articulate a collective vision,

Maryo Ewell has been one Of the prime movers in our discussion Of
cultural policy. Here, she erlcourages readers to bring their ideas to the
conference to begin the process Of imagining the cultural policy we
want.

by Mnyo Ewel)

0 we have a cultural policy?
Everyone I've spoken with agrees immediately that we

don't. But it's too complex a question to merit such an im-
mediate and simple answer,

First of all, "cultural policy" in regards to whom? Or what? Are we
referring to ¢rfists-all artists-no matter their discipline, training,
cultural background? Or are we referring to the works they produce,
and  the  circumstances  under  which. the  public  gets to  know  these
works? Or are we referring to questions of access by awdi.encer or the
broad pwb/i.c? Access to what? To whom? Maybe we're really talking
about arts organz.zarfJ.our, here, and what they can and can't do.

Anyway, why is "policy" singular? That's simplistic and naive. The
issues are too complicated and our cultural backgrounds too diverse
for that, aren't they? Aren't we talking at such a level of generality that
to turn a singular policy into action can only be meaningless and worse
than nothing?

And who is ``we"? Are we talking about local, state, federal, or in-
ternational  governments?  Are  we  referring  to  legislation  and  or-
dinances such as zoning, censorship and grantmaking?  Easy to see
how these affect public life, production and acceptance of works, op-
portunities for artists. But isn't public policy equally shaped by private
patrons and their tastes? And much implicit poncy is shaped by linger-
ing sociolorical habit, as women artists and artists of color especially
can attest.

Yes, people will say, there are cultural policies in Europe, in small
countries which have a commonality of heritage and tradition, im-
possible in  the U.S. We're just too diverse. We'll have to go with the
flow and react, in patchwork fashion, as the fancy takes us, not ac/.

Besides,   articulating  a  cultural  policy  either  means  legislating
morality or condoning anarchy. Doesn't it?

During the months and years ahead, ACD will be working to ar-
ticulate questions to fom a possible and appropriate starting point for

The hammer and hand was the symbol for the General Trades Union
of artisans in 1936.

an analysis of what cultural policies exist. We will work on how those
questions can best be answered and by whom.

We recognize the task is mammoth . Yet more and more we are hear-
ing the question raised of what our cultural policy is in this country,
and we hear it too often glibly answered.

The question is not simple. It's not a matter for glib response. We
hope to begin,  perhaps to  facilitate,  a collective discussion among
pubfic and private organizations, "liberal" and "conservative" points
of view,  artists and patrons.  We don't believe that the appropriate
questions win be so enormous that we have an excuse to do nothing.
We believe that dialogue and conversation must bedn, and must lead
us on a path to understanding and action.

We will need your thoughts, words, commitment, action. We will
need  to  share this  work  with  many  other  people  and  many other
organizations-governmental,  service  organizations,  funding
sources, arts-producing organizations. We will need to listen hard to
one another.

We hope to begin this process at the meeting that ends ACD's an-
nual conference this Fall in Chicago. Plan to come. To share. To in-
spire. To listen. To suggest. It will be important.                                 I

MaryoEwellisDirectorOfCommunityDevelopmentattheColo-
rado Council on the Arts and Humanities and is on the Board of
Directors of ACD.
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In Cultural AnimaHon
People Are Not Cartoons

T  WO hundred and fifty minion peo-

ple  (the  population  of  the  U.S.),
more or less blind, stand around in a
circle. The elephant they are quar-

re:ling over is the e pluribus unum of com-
munities in the U.S. What art do we need so
people will no longer fight with one another,
blind to one another?

We know that if people are not actually be-
ing  "disappeared" here as they are in some
partsoftheworld,stilltheidentitiesofpcople
and their communities are often being erased
by practices of government and the economy.
And without self-recognition, how can they
communicate  who  they  are  and  what  they
need to others?  How can people cooperate
without  shaking  hands  and  exchanging
names?  People  are  being  forgotten  and
forgetting themselves as they slip down the
Reagan river of Lethe on rafts of Coca-Cola
culture,

So we agree (no?) that the most profound
innovations in art-making and other cultural
creation must have at their base not hysterical
fomalisms  or  nihilisms  (Art  for  Money's
sake), but a renewed identity for art as a nam-
ing of people, their histories, herstories, fan-
tasies and agonies. Both remembering names
and adding new names.  There are so many

ways to do this, and in a tine as uneasy as `ours
no  one  has  the  aesthetic  edge;  we  should
welcome and nurture all the ways, forms and
practices of enlightened and popular cultural
work. Where "popular" is a political, not a
box-office word that means identifwhg with
the needs and the necessary struggles of peo-
plc. Brecht always wanied against those who
self-righteously clained an authentic "com-
munity" base to their uncritical art, caution-
ing (at the time of incipient Nazism) that such
practitioners  were  often  shallow  mystics,
nostalgicforanexistenceofacommunitythat
no longer exists-if it ever existed-dupes for
the coming terror.

There is however a complex activity of art
and  culture-cultural  animation-that  is
directly  concerned  with  questions  of com-
munity  and  the  democratically  expressed
identity of a community. We have been talk-
ingaboutthisfomiofart/culturalworkinthe
Alliance since we began organizing and net-
working  as  neighborhood  and  mral  grass-
rootsartists.Recentlyamongthemembership
the debate has frothed up a bit more. I am not
talking about the debate over the name itself,
I ant talking about the political and cultural
principles which must provide the base of the
work.  What is the real work of animation?

What are the critical questions for fledgling
aninateurs concerning their training , their in-
tentions  for and with  the  community,  how
they go about the work, and how to judge the
result?   What  structures  the  activities  of
cultural animation and what are the standards
of accountability?

Cultural animation is  not just something
which warms the cockles of the heart . It is-as
with art work-involved with the risk of new
knowledge,  empowe».»g  the  community to
new action in the world, perhaps part of the
process itself, perhaps the result of the com-
muhity's self-reflection the work creates.`When Don Adans and Arlene Goldbard

were the organizers for ACD, they published
in  Cw/f#ro/  Democrac)J  several  articles  on
cultural animation. To remind people of the
history of the discussion,  we are excerpting
here (with their permission) from one of these
articles which presents a broad definition of
cultural animation and shows how this con-
cept propelled the international discussion of
cultural democracy.

The excerpted parts published here present
cultural anination specifically defined  as  a
possible  cultural  policy.  We  did  not  have
room to include in this issue of CD two very
important  questions  which  are discussed in
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the original article: training and accountabili-       animateur accountable?  The community or
ty.  Since  in  most  cases  projects  of cultural       the  funder?  What  are the tensions  between
animation are sponsored by agencies or insti-       the two? And, how is it that not just anyone

#e°r:Sthweh:o¥ke i:°gtopn¥o:i ::ewch°ommm]:nt££:     :#cbe:r°tE:icT #a:toe:{rc-awnhdatc::tEeufte;

I

organizing skills that are needed for the job?
And how does a person come about them?
We hope we will able to address these ques-
tions  in  future  issues  of  CD.

-Charles Frederlck

Animation: What's in a Name?
by Don Adams and Arlene Go]dbard

N the international sphere, where serious discussion of cultural
development has been carried on for some tine, the word used to
describe this profession is aHj.maJi.o".

4»i.maff.onanditsvariants-"communityaninationtheater,"
for instance-have lately begun to be used by North American arts
workers,  borrowing  from Europe and the Third World,  where the
term  is  in  common  usage.  A»f.rna/i.o»  is  derived  from  the  French
animation socio-oulturel and rofers t.o the work Of the animateur,  a
community worker who helps people to build and participate in com-
munity life,  to articulate their own grievances and aspirations in a
public context, and often, to make art from the material of their daily
lives.

Working for Cultural Democracy
Needless to say, animation work was going on long before the term

came into use. The concept owl.mafz.o» socf.a-c«/fzfre/ became current
when researchers and policy-makers began taking community cultural
work seriously and debating its inportance to society.

[Two]  contrasting themes-democratizing existing arts programs
and promoting cultural democracy-underlie most cultural debate
around the world today.

Here's how Augustin Girard (a French cultural official active in
UNESCO) has explained the first concept: "Two as5e.mp/I.our are f.m-
plicit in the idea Of the democraticizatton Of culture: first, that only
high culture Of sacrosanct value is worthwhile; secondly, that once the
(undifferentiated)  public  and  the works are broughi face to face,
cultural development will follow. These two axiorrls entail as a cor-
ollary that priority should be given to professional writers and artists
and to decentralization Of the major cultural assets. "

Girard  notes  that  this  policy  "re"/fs  J.n  fAc  oreafi.o»  a/  vas/
`machines, I whose `operators' acquire excessive influence and whose

furi ed costs eventually dictate the nature Of their artistic output; we
have seen this with opera houses throughout the world and with a great
many national theatres. "

The alternative policy is to build cultural democracy. Francis Jean-
son describes this in another UNESCO-published essay "On the No-
tion of `Non-PubHc" ®y which he means those who don't form part
of an  audience  for  estabnshment  culture):  "[C«/fzfra/ Democroey]
pointstoaoultureintheprocessofbeeoming,asopposedtoonethatis
stagnant, already there, ready-made. a sort Of sacred heritage which it
is only a matter Of conserving and transmitting. It even rejects-or at
any  rate  goes  way  beyond-the naive idea Of a rrlore just,  more
`egalitarian' division Of the cultural heritage, so far as the non-public

distinguishes itselif precisely by its more or less marked indiff;erence to
`cultural values, ' which do not seem to bear the slightest relation to its

actual problems Of existence.
"But, all the same, it doesn't go so far as to condenrl out Of hand a

cultural past on which it is itself dependant and whence it draws its
deepest motivations. On the contrary, its aim is to arrange things in
such a way that culture becomes toddy what culture was for a small
nunberOfpriwilegedpeopleateverystageOfhistorywhereitsucceed-
ed in reirrventing f tor the benefiit Of the living the legacy inherited f tom
the dead. . "

The Cultural Commonwealth
All  of  these  projects  tof  cultural  animation)  share  certain  char-
acteristics: They encourage critical thought and action, whether the

object is to remedy the lack of play areas for children or to raise con-
sciousness aniong poor working women. They are based on the idea
that ordinary people can take an active role in building culture: they
take it as a given that culture is dynamic and non-artists can't be con-
signedonlytoconsumptionofprofessionalartseventsandmassmedia
entertainments.

Theyseetheartist'sroleassocial-notasapersonsctaparttobead-
mired from a distance, but as someone with special skills whose own
creativity and commitment can find expression and meaning working
with others. And these projects have continuity: a single event or ex-
hibit is not animation. All of the projects described aim to be integral,
ongoing parts of community life.                                                        I
ReprintedftomcuituralDemocracy#19(Feb.1982).Formorediscus-
sion Of cultural animation by Adams and Goldbard, see NAPNOC
Notes #7 (Dec. 1980), Cuitural Democracy #22 (May-June 1982) and
#27 (Jan#Feb 1983).

Don Adams and Arlene Goldbard regularly write about culture
and cultural policy.  Currently they are working on a book on
these issues.
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NETWORK

IHIS article began in Washington at

the ACD conference last fall with
talking, found its next stay in a pro-
posal  for an ACD Task  Force to

continue  talking,  and  has  continued  since
with  some  letters  and  some  more  talking
alnong a few ACD members, under the guid-
ance of Robin lrewy and Sharon Grady while
they were at the Pcople's Theatre Program at
the University of Nebraska at Omaha.

Although we au look forward to the day
-.C`.d'A  when we have regular access to more frequent

and widespread 5ubnc forums and other-pub-       I
lishing outlets for theoretical and critical pro-
positions  about  the  work  in  culture  ACD
represents, it does seem fitting that an initial
discussion  of  the  language  most  useful  to

`'Fe°s'ch:6'ev;'urv;o.;'k's;:fia"t:'ke"5Hi:'ern°'til:iri=
8f:needlft:io.T£:,leit::sm=sd,s.Fupsle::Etghta:

"folksy"-in  the  stereotypical,  anti-in-
tellectual, derogatory sense-but we do have
a sense that culture and art should be some-
thing so readily available to people that it bet
comes part of dafly life and does not need for-
midablespecialoccasionsandspecialpublica-

GO  tions for ideas to float around. And, whatever
room there must always be for the elegant,
deeplyrefleeted-uponessay,itwillalsobenice
when talk about art is as intense, casual and
prevalent as all other gossip.

Robin,  Sharon,  Olivia  Gude  and  Debby
sg.u" E  ±!:p¥qu9¥+?_t.e_le!er,: y¥:.[_¥_: I:ve_ei-

cerpted.  The  initials  of the  author  of each
statement will follow her words.

J.
yY\#:e.?]t"chffuhengarti'th=dfafgL#oi9artiposn::

F.M5..ruEv,

Cultural llemooncy
CulturaldemocTacyhadagreat.\r[\:pactonmle
when I first heard the term because it seemed
to stand for a philosophy of cultural activity
that didn't constantly make distinctions be-

complex  or  subtle  with  difficult  or  inac-
cessible. . .

. . . However,  I have great problems with
PAi the  concept  of cultural  democracy  [which]

has often fooused on the inportancc of re-
specting various minority cultures.  It would
be naive of us not to recognize that at least in

%i°soTb¥nth#epe;red?tfnth°:a#c#£acculki:£
movements and with a bolstering of warlike

l.';;_ri-o-a;i-:.Tia6j

COcH,„'
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Culturddemocraeyiswhentheprodrctton
processofthecxpressions(inanyfom)of the
values  in  a given community is  determined
and controlled by the producers themselves,
and the products of that process, the expres-
sions, belong to those who produced them.
There are many different values and many

((((((((((((((((ill((((((((((((((mui(\\\(li\i(tTngre

TALKING
different expressions of those, and they each

E:::rtshi:vgtti: bn?ghhetig °hrasveeenac¥eds:hteoptrh:       I
materialsandmedianecessarytoproduceand
disseminate them.

This  definition  would  require  economic
democracy more than, or in addition to, our
notion of political democracy . . , (DL)

To acknowledge cultural democracy is to
stop  measuring  people  land  the  qualty  of
their  cultural  work]  by  our  monouniltural-
high-artstandardsandaskinstead:whoisitfor
and what does it mean to that community?
. . . (SG)

People's Theatre is accessible thf=a^Ie. It is
theatre that goes to its audience . . . QL)

Cultural Worker vs. Artist
I personally  don't  like  the  tem\  "oultNIal
worker" very much. I understand that the use
of the term is meant to suggest a connection
with  the  working  classes.  To  me  it  always
sounds  like  a  fancy  theoretical  attempt  to
deny the fancy status [non-material] that ar-
tists do enjoy in this society. Why then do I
perversely cling to the fancy temi "artist"?
Because  to  be  an  artist  means  something
which  is  understood  in  every  culture.  The
meanings and associations vary, but "artist"
always  carries  special  associations  about
truth,  and  beauty,  and  perhaps  the  maric
abhitytoactuallychangercalitythrouchtheir
signs, symbols, dances, words, songs . . . (OG)

\     ..6uACHICHIL
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SETH T0BACMAN

SENSE
A  cultural  worker is  someone who  pro-

duces works of art that express the values of
the community in which he or she lives and
works. The work is in service to the communi-
ty and not to someone who owns the work or
the community. A person who helps facilitate
the work of an artistic producer by helping to
find [resources] so the work can be done, or
whoconnectstheproducerwiththecommun-
ity  by  providing  access  to  not  only  the
[material| resources, but to other people, or
who helps people in the community become
producers of art who have not found them
before, or who helps disseminate works to the
community that have been hidden for lack of
cultural democracy, is also a cultural worker.
A person who manages the work of artists for
profit is »of a cultural worker. He or she is an
arts manager . . . (DL)

(Wehavetostophere.Abruptly.We'v-erun
out  of  room.   See  below  for  a  proposed
workshop  on  "Talking  Sense"  in  Chicago.
Write in to CD with your idea of how to talk
about what we do. The way Debby finished
her letter is the way we'll end this piece:

I'm not sure I want us to reach a consen-
susondefinitions.Thatmightbeliketryingto
identify one cultural expression as being fAe
popularculture,therebywipingoutthewhole
notion of cultural democracy.

Maybe that's carr)ing things a bit too far.
I do want us to continue to dialogue, not

necessarily to define. )

hla Map S®rle8, #13:
th Amorlca
I(

)1'I_

`Sharon Grady is proposing a workshop at

the Chicago conference on finding com-
mon language for the different commun-
ities in ACD,  to continue the discussion
above.

Thlldng  Sense:  a  panel  discussion  and
subsequent  free-for-all  is  being  planned
concerning the teminology we all seem to
use as ACD members, and as individuals
doing our work. What does it mean when
we call ourselves cultural workers? `hrhat is
culture? Who is our community? What is
animation?  How  do  we  define  demo-
cracy? The panel will be used as a spring-
board for the larger group discussion with
the  idea that only when  we  understand
what we mean when we use these terms will
other people be able to understand and ac-
cept us. So please take some time to con-
sider how you might define key terms and
ideas related to ACD so we call all share
and  learn  from  each  other.  Suggested
Ieed3rl8; American Indian Culture.. Thadi-
tionalism and Spiritualism in   a Revolu-
/z.o»ary  Sfrwgg/e  by  Jimmy  Durham
(available from Cooperative Ihistribution
Service,  Room  1222-93,   17  North  State
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60602).

I.im M:"ITay Of Cultural Correspondence
is  coordinating  literature  tables   for
IMAGINACTION.Heinvitesyoutobring
materials to Chicago or send them if you
can't attend the conference. The goal: to
get  WRITING  out  of our  own  culture
hole. Suggestions, etc, 212-787-1784.

. . . And another related suggestion bcamed
in from omaha:    Sharon Gradyand Ibe-
lieve that there is a variety of ways drama
can be used by communities as part of a
positive,  motivating  and  forward-moving
process. We are bothered by the fact that
muchofthisworkislumpedtogetherunder
the heading of animation. /s dn¢ma fAaJ ne-
fleets goals determined I)y the community
called animation? This fom[\ does nat ex-
elude the valued work of theatre artists who
perfomi for communities, but rather we are
interested in using our seminar at the Oc-
toberconferenceasatinetoexchangeboth
approaches  and reactions to community-
based work which uses drama as a tool for
community sharing,  reflection,  unity and
ach!on.Whatareyourfieelingsaboutdrarra
asatool?Whatareyourexperienees?What
is a good way for ACD'ers to share our
ideas and strengthen our knowledge?

Please Come And Share Your Ideas At
The Chicago Annual ACD Conference!

-Robin G. Levy

\\+
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5 Cultural Workers continued from page I

problems, it's sometines difficult to believe
ourselves, that art is a central need of people.
Freire reminds us that the first step in creating
change is to see with new eyes and to find the
voice to describe what one sees.

Self-determination begins with the words,
images and ideas which enable us to imagine
action.

For  us,   a  first  step  toward  self-deter-
mination was to decide to work collaborative-
ly and in the streets. Working collaboratively
enabled us to overcome the traditional isola-
tion  of  visual  artists,  and  working  in  the
streets gave us immediate contact with an au-
dience  as  well  as the  knowledge that many
people would see our work.  In an odd twist:
relinquishing  some  of  the  traditional
prerogatives of the visual artist-the myth of
the isolated genius and the pedestal of gallery
or  museum  walls-made  us  stronger  and
more enthusiastic because we were able to dis-
regard  a plethora of unwritten  rules  which
govern artistic work.

Freire's suggestion that no one can say a
true word alone caused us to think about the
necessity  of  creating  collaboratively  with
c]thcls.  Unemployment  Line  Forms  was  a
project which came about from such think-
ing. Each of the 111 silhouetted figures in U"-
emptoyment  Line  Forms represenled  \ ,546
unemployed Chicago workers. Accompany-
ing the figures were statements selected from
interviews with people standing in ties in Chi-
cago unemployment offices in which people de-
schbed  how  being  unemployed  had  changed
their  percaptions  of themselves  and  of their
world.

As  we  worked  on  Unemployment  Line
Foms,  it became clear that one of the most
devastating  effects  of  unemployment  is  not
financial, but the psycholodcal and spiritual
impoverishment  which  people  experience.
People with whom we spoke expressed thdr
perceptious of being isolated, shunned and de-
meaned by others. They spoke of their fears
and hopes. We believe that the witnessing of
experience is a healing process. We hope that
others who saw the project were able to recog-
nize themselves in it.  Like Freire,  we believe
that ultinately meaningful action comes about
about through reflection and re-visioning the
problem.
Gudepounds, Olivia Gude and Jon Pounds.
are  activist  visual  artists  and  educators  in
Chicago.

Ctha Katz:
The Work of Art/TTie Art of Work

THE an-out attack on workers' rights in
the  past  few  years  has  left the labor
movement in a position where we can't

just fight back-we've got to fight back with
imagination.

I  am  an  organizer  for  Communications
Workers  of  America  in  New  Jersey.   I've
worked on canipalgns to organize non-union
workers but I currently work doing "internal

CAF]LA KATZ

"LIKE  A  CoupLE  Guys  Ton)  ME,  TriEy  PREFER  WCMEN  cooKlne  Foe  THEM.

souE.DON'T AhD  ScME  co.     I  ouEss   IT/S,":  KI'ro-or^  PLACE   IT   Is,     you

CAN  co  oTrER  Pl[ACES  Are  you  SEE  MEN  oooK,   Bun  NOT  HERE,"

MARGARFT  TAYLOR
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organizing"  with  State  workers,  mostly
women and clerical workers. In many ways, a
union election victory is just the beginning of
the  organizing process.  The real  nitty-gritty
work gets done when the victory high wears
off. Before I talk about what I do, both as an
artist and as an organizer, I'd like to give some
background.

As   a  photographer,   I've  always  leaned
towards  documentary  essay-style  work  be-
cause of its accessibility.  Plain and sinple,  I
want people to understand what I'm saying. I
never  wanted  to  make  art  that  my parents
couldn't understand or relate to in some way.
Before my " formal" involvement in the labor
movement  (I  say  formal  because  my  "in-
formal"  involvement  began  when  I  was  17
and tried unsuccessfully to unionize a Rickels
Home  Center  I  worked  in),  I  worked on  a
year-long  photodocumentary.   I  set  out  to
photograph and interview the women doing
clerical,  food  service  and  custodial  work  at
Livingston  College.  A  friend  and  I  asked
these  workers  (whoever  would  talk  to  us)
about  their  work,  their  home  lives,  their
families and their union. We didn't just want
to doc«me»f these women, we wanted to en-
gage them in this projeet. So we got together
again and again with the women individually
and in groups to choose photos and to haggle
over  quotes.  We  struggled  continuously.  "I
look too fat in that picture ! Use the one where
I'm smiling. " `^`1 didn't mean to say that, use
this." And so.on. We ended up with a hun-
died or so photos and quotes that we could all
live with: Servi.ce Wrorkers.

We all ended up feeling that the process had
outshined  the  "product."  We'd  become  a
network  for information and stories.  We'd
made  connections  between  women  who
hadn't   seen   any  commonalities  between
themselves.

Once I became engulfed by the labor move-
ment,   my  art  and  organizing  became  in-
tegrated work. Although in Servi.ce  My:orkers
my  audience  and  my  subject  were  one-
working people-it was not part of a longer-
term  community-building  struggle.  And
somehow my independence meant that I as
the "artist" had more expressive power than
the group of workers that I worked with.

My current cultural work begins to address
this imbalance of power. It also has so little of
the  mainstream  art  world's  trappings  that
most would not call it art. My photos now go
into  leaflcts,  local  union  newsletters,  news-
papers and on union hall walls. The workers
decide what goes into that material and how it
looks as much as I do. They participate in a
compelling  way  because  we  are  working
together in the pfocess of` building the union
(and  building  towards  self-determination).
The photos and design work are a smau part
of the organizing and even a small part of the
"cultural  work"   done  within  the  union.
We've  held  sticker  protests  on  Health  and
Safety issues, given the Governor a petition
demanding a fire evacuation plan in the mid-
dle of his presentation to  Smokey the Bear
during  fire  safcty  week,  had  hundreds  of
clerical workers turn the tables on the Gover-

LINCOLN  GUSHING

nor on Secretary's Day when they sent him
personal cards-demanding raises,  and had
someone in  an  8-foot turkey suit  present  a
Butterball to Governor Kean while hundreds
of others carried signs that read "IT'S TIME
TO TAL.K TURKEY, TOM! ! ! " These ``per-
formances" would signal to people that their
fights  for better work-lives weren't isolated
.onest. They que pap of a larger struggle.   ,

To  me,  political  art  inherently  means
art/cultural  work which  is  part  of a- larger
community-building struggle and integrated
in a real and committed way with the com-
munity with which it is developed.

I don't like to romanticize the past, but it is
the  work  of people  like  Lewis  Hine,  Paul
Robeson,  Joe Hill,  Ruby MCDonald,  Ruby
Dee, Woody Guthrie, Ben Shchn and thou-
sands of other working class artists that have

given  us  the  lasting  feeling  of  the  lives  of
working people. They lived it. We have to live
it and work at it.

Carla Katz is a photographer who uses her
work in union organizing.

Wiuirm Alexander:
vietnam: An Apt)ropriate Pedagogy

T uESDAy afternoon my students saw /»-
terviewswithMyLaiVleteraus.Thenem
day, before we could start any kind of

structured discussion,  Mike stormed in.  His
English pro fessor, returning mid-term exams ,
had chastised the students for parroting him.
mike had wanted to leap up and tell him that
he had been parrotted because he had consis-
tently put down or ignored any student with a
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view contrary to his own. After a whfle, I asked
Mike the question he begged:  Why had  he
held his peace?  There  followed an extraor-
dinary  session  in  which  students  analyzed
their diffidence and in some instances their
uncontrollable  fear  of  challenging  their
teachers. I realized after a few minutes that in
fact they were discussing the willingness of
most of the soldiers at My Lai to obey corrupt
authority.

In later discussions, students equated chal-
lenging other students' points of view with in-
sulting them.  They  said,  "We're all  in this
together," defending against what they see to
be a competitive, judgmental environment in
which right and wrong and all the rewards are
handed down from above and in which they
are  given  little  real  acknowledgement  and
respect.

Since the winter term of 1976, I have taught
an  elective  film  course at the University of
Michigan called  "Vietnam and the Artist."
150 students ffl the course each year. In each
version of the course there has been a unit on
U.S. intervention in Latin America or on the
arms race.

Myintentionistohelpmystudentsandmy-
self overcome our distance from events like
Vietnam, and I have hoped the course might
help us find values and models which-if we
could  assimilate  them  well  enough-would
permit us at least some moderate resistance in
the face of comparable events. More bluntly,
I  have  attempted  to  reveal  to  my  students
things normally hidden from them, and I have
attempted  to  start  in  them  a  process  of
politicization based on their own terms and
experience.  Over these years  I have increas-
ingly  attempted  to  develop  an  appropriate
pedagogy, so that my students might become
more than passive receptors of my thinking
and so that they may come to know personal-
ly their ability to take over a space that is nor-
mally hierarchical and oppressive.

I lecture for one hour on Tuesday and show
a film that night. On Wednesday and Thur§-
day  morning  student-led,  ungraded  small
group meetings give students an opportunity
to  deal  together  with  the  provocative  and
isolating,  sometimes frightening experiences
they have first had to deal with alone. Then on
Thursday comes a two-hour full-class discus-
sion.  In  addition,  and  most  importantly,  I
urge students to form special interest groups
at any time. to take over the lecture and two-
hour discussion individually or in numbers,
and to create their own works of art or other
alternatives to a term paper.  I ask them to
enter  into  dialogue,  if necessary to  debate,
with me and other readers in weekly journals
and in class, and I encourage and reward risk-
taking.

I wish this structure-especially the oppor-
tunity it gives students to take some of their
professor's normally sacrosanct power from
him-to give them a sense of their own power
and their individual and collective responsi-
bility to themselves and the course material. I
wish them to lean to seek more respect, re-
sponsibffity,  and equality in other classes as
well,  and later in situations and institutions

where power is shared much less freely than I
have been sharing it.

One  group  the  first  year-two  veterans
(oneaGreenBeretwholearnedtokillwellbut
finished the war on a him with opium, calling
in false ambush reports; the other, an army
intelligence officer who interrogated during
torture sessions), an anti-war activist, and a
younger man who spent the late war years at
Culver Military Academy-in the first week
formed an alternative small group to focus on
Vietnam.  Four  hundred  person-hours  later
they had a produced a 45-minute videotape
consisting of 4 troubling personal narratives,
which they confronted us with in our last class
together. I continue to use the videotape each
year.

Veterans-in one case a man who had until
then hid his veteran status from friends-have
taken  over  the  class  and  led  excruciatingly
honest  discussions;  descendants  of  high-
ranking Nazis, of German resistance families
and of survivors of the Holocaust have joined
in a panel to share their feelings. The week of
No  Vietnamese  Ever  Called  Me  Nigger,  a,
black student transformed the class by pain-
fully describing her own invisibility, and she
went off to form a study group to study in-
visibility, language and power.

Obedience, alienation and evasion of pain-
ful and career-disrupting knowledge run deep
in many cases; more positive and cooperative
stances  are not  easily achieved.  And  so no
course  here can  easily,  if at  all,  become in
every  way  liberatory  education  in  its  full
sense.  Nonetheless,  a course on  Vietnam in
this  form  can  stimulate  students  to  create
events that transform or begin to transform
consciousness and lead to praxis. At the very
least such a course can confront students with
the painful issues of the war in Vietnam and
provide them with  behavioral  models  from
the  past  and  from among their  own peers.
And it can initiate in students the responsibili-
ty and habit of being actors rather than spec-
tators and teach them their own power to pre-
vent the equivalent of such a war in their own
communities, families and places of work.
(This article is excerpted from a longer ver-
sion, to appear in the Winter issue Of Jump
Cut: A Review Of Contemporary Cinema.)

Wiilliam Alexander is a Freireian educator.

gale jackson:
to find the words .

there is a story told in which anansi, the
legendary trickster hero of west african,
afro-caribbean  and  afro-american  folk-

lore-first brings stories to the word..itteHg or~
how anansi the spider spins a web to climb up
to the forces that be to petition for the owner-
ship of stories. how thru guile, fast thinking
and natural wit, anansi liberates the people's
stories  from  the  heavens  and  brings  them
back to the folk here on earth.

as with every folktale, this tale has layers and
layers of meaning but the one that has always
struck me and that comes to mind now as i

write  this  piece  on  writing  and  political
organizing is how the act of bringing the peo-
ple's stories to their own mouths is an act of
liberation. and how the agent of the people's
culture (anansi) not only creates (the web) but
also uses that creation as a bridge to bring a
sense of themselves, a sense of empowerment
thru  self  definition  (thru  telling  their  own
stories) back to the people.

for me writing (and cooking and adornment
and housework and the work of friendship
and . . . ) and political organizing are real simi-
lar means to the same ends; a celebration of
life,  of the living,  a nurturing  of each  and
every voice, each and every person's history. i
do what i do to make my life. to create my life
as i should be living; with a sense of my own
power. to mane myself. not allowing others to
name me or set the parameters for my spirit.
to record the names and stories of others. to
celebrate our living history and so to oppose
anything, any structures that deny that. that
deny life. like anansi, i instinctively know my
responsibility to both tell the story and insure
its continuity, its place among people. by any
means  necessary.  and  even  if  physically,  i
don't be writing at the same time i be making
calls  about  the  demonstration  or  working
with other tenants or even cooking my dinner,
it is the doing of all these things, together, that
makes me be whole. that makes me be part of
a  continuum   of  progressive  cultural
resistance. part of a culture of survival.

to provide a wart . ..   _
mygrandmotherandgreatauntsembroidered,
knit sew, my mother, a working woman of the
modem age, always sang while doing house-
work. they were and remain for me the closest
inks to a legacy of practical but nonetheless
rme arts and creativity you gotta use for mak-
ing it thni the day. this legacy spans a whole
history of humanist culture in this country. it
goes back even further than the enslaved afri-
can'sadaptationofbibHcaltextstoamanifesto
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of revolt and nberation , back further than their
`revision' of english language music and dance

to lay the groundwork for our cultural survival
and for the creation of structures to maintain a
senseofself,evenincaptivity,evenwithoutthe
places the spaces the objects we called home.
back perhaps to the first act of sheer nving de-
fiance. back to the nerve and wit and belief it
takes to  nve.  and  make a way.  and lay the
psychic, social, spiritual grounds for a future.
for others.

as a storyteller, a poct, a writer, i come from a
primarilyoraltraditioninwhichthetenertakes
part in continuity and change simultaneously.
a tradition  in which  poets  have  always told
history,  serving it up as sustenance, weaving
the personal, the particular, the universal into
one wholecloth  quilt  of words in  which the
connections, the chains of ufe, are always evi-
dent. and it is a tradition in which artists did
not  only,  as  paul  robeson  said,  "bring  our
culture and art to the masses of the american

i?oP':;';:ts;:oau:;;di:jr°nugcown¥:£hou¥;8Sg:::
instruments  for  creating  new  structures  (or
reminding  folk  of old  structures)  for  uving.
and this, absolutely integrauy to the making of
art, is an act of caring. because it matters. nfe
matters.  enough to try to record.  enough to
grasp. celebrate. moum. sing it. dance it. dress
it. make a way for it. save it. to give each life
more nfe of its own. possibhity. inadnation.
volition.  potelitial.  this is why i write.  this is
why i must work with others for an the things
for all the ways of being we could imagive and
could have. with caring. with dignity. with the
fullest sense of our history and imagivation.
the work toward self determination is au one
work.  one aspect does not function without
another. that the powers that be have given us
this culture of separation disarms us. weakens
us. forgets us from ourselves.

so i use words to build. bridges. recollection.
strength.  for myself and for others. knowing
that human empowement is my own.

writing is ritual. to begin you take the words
and give them breath. you be like god. and still
you make homage to those who cane before
you; fill the words with their testimony, their
spirit. you clothe that in the spirit of the people
of your time. you name the world in your im-
age. you are empowered. not so much by the
act of pen to paper but because you have held
life's elements in your hands, connected them,
made them more.

but  on  the  flat  tooted  side. . .whting  is  an
organichg of words and image. language, the
tool,  a cultumlly specific and reflective code
for,the preservation of things. and feelings. im-
aSne pditical organizing the sane but bigger.
amuraltotheportrait.apeople'shistorytothe
biography. helping to bring togcther and bring
back to  people our  stories;  a collective,  cut-
turany specific expression of values that allow
us all to live with the sense of our own power.
the essence of our own names.                     I

gale jackson is a writer, organizer and
librarian in New York City.

Editorial continued from page 2
what are our options for supporting vulner-
able aberrations like public access cable, and
for imagining and creating  other structures
less vulnerable, still viable?

Lucy R. I.ippard

TRE notion that there is no cultural pol-
icy in this country grows from the false
separation of cultural policy from the

culture  itself,  and  from  its politics.  Isn't it
cultural policy that leads the chaiman of the
NEA to veto grants awarded by its panels to a
political  art group,  a rural community arts
group,  a  radical  theatre-and,  within  two

years,tovetofourgroupsbelongingtotheAl-
liance for Cultural Democracy?

Isn't it cultural pdicy that leads the Reagan
Administration to aid a Guatemalan govern-
ment  in  the  process  of  wiping  out  the  in-
digenous population who maintain the vest-
iges  of  the  great  Mayan  culture?   Isn't  it
cultural policy that internationally advertises
freedom of expression in our Great  Demo-
cracy and then denies the artists of Nicaragua
materials and freedom from war, denies the
artists  of  Chile  a//  freedoms,  and  backs  a
Salvadoran president who has presided over
the total destruction and  four-year occupa-
tion of the National University, as well as the
murder of its rector and students?              I

JOPGESOTO
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THE  MINORITY    `

ARE THE  MAJORITY

A REPORT 0N

OPEN  DIALOGUE  11

MINORITY artists, race, poverty, the

Third World at home and abroad.
Many  people  involved  with  com-
munity/ activist arts are recognizing

that cultural policies (often hand in glove with
economic poncies) must respect and provide
equitable  material  support  to  the  majority
that word minorities actuauy means.

NALAA, NAO. and ACD have all made it
a  mandate  that  the  question  of  race  and
culture  must  be  addressed  concretely  with
more diverse recruitment , principled dialogue
among cultural communities , and a concerted
effort to work on issues facing different com-
munities-on  terms  articulated by the par-
ticularly affected cormunity.  Somewhere a
clockisrunningbackwards,andwemustcon-
frontdirectlythedivisiveissuesofracismifwe
are to amend the fanure of U.S. democracy.

Another effort with this historic problem
was reported to us by Donovan Gray from
Oklahoma City and Ann Dabovich from Sam
Antonio.  OPEN DIALOGUE 11,  a confer-
enceheldinSanAntonio,TexasthispastMay
gathered  350  people,  overwhelmingly  from
communities  of  color,  largely  blacks  and
Hispanics,  but  also  Native  Americans,
Asians,  and  whites.  A  carefully  balanced
steering , committee  planned  the  conference
and the major organizing work was done by
black  arts  administrators.  People  from  the
Hispanic  community  in  Sam  Antonio  did
much  of  the  conference's  administrative
work.  A  great  deal  of cultural  work  from
many communities was part of the dialogue
of the conference.

The  agreement  was  that  there  must  be
change and that people from communities of
color  must  be  aggressive  in  organizing  to
reformulate  policy  to  meet  the  legitinate
needs of their communities . No one should be
denied  the  right  to  have  work  supported
because of its  social  content;  evaluation  of
work must consider community context and
must be based on standards of quality from a
variety of cultural traditions.

It was advised that arts groups and cultural
activists should review the composition and
policies of local arts councils to see if they are
in compliance with non-discriminatory regu-
lations of Federal guidelines. The overall feel-
ing was that if people organize, they can have
progranis and artists their communities need.
And the effort is proceeding: contact Dr. Bar-
bara Nicholson, Deputy Director, D.C. Com-
mission on the Arts and Humanities, 420 7th
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20004. (202)
724-5613 for more information.                  .
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Subscription only:

Individuals
Organizations &

Institutions

($25/year)

($15/ year)

($25/year)
Organizational
Membership:

Budget under$50,000      ($30/year)
Budget under$100,000    ($45/year)
Budget under$200,000    ($60/year)
Budget over$200,000       ($75/year)

Additional contribution
(tax deductible)            S

Mail the above information with your
check or money order (payable in U.S.
currency only) to:
Catherine Jordan, WAPIM Gallery
414 First Avenue,  North
Minneapolis,  MN 55401`

I IIIT - - _ - _ _ _ _ - - -

Your name

Organization (if applicable).

Mailing Address

Contact Phone

Also,   please   put   the   ALLIANCE   on
your  mailing  list  and,   if  possible,  en-
close a  brochure or  other  information
about  your  work  for  the  ALLIANCE's
files.

Thank you for joining the effort.
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